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Living On Love
Family of the Year

Hi everyone:) this is my first tab so there maybe a few mistakes. However, I 
uploaded this because I noticed there was no chords posted for this song and I 
happen to Love this song so enjoy!!! By the way I watched them play it live and
to 
achieve the rhythm and strum pattern they do they use several guitars so this
was 
as close as I could get it.

STANDARD TUNING
CAPO ON 5
Intro:C,C*,Am
C, C, Am**
F, G***, F, G

* When you play this C hammer off the D string
** hammer off and then back on to the G string
***The bar chord version in the 3rd fret. Make sure you slid up to this from the
F

Verse 1

C         Am
Living on love
C                     Am
Living on love and libation 
F         G***
No congregation
F                    G***
Living with no complication

Verse 2

           C         Am
While were living on love
C                     Am
Living on love and libation 
F             G***
Everyday is a celebration
F         G***              C        Am
Special invitation with our friends

Chorus:
G                   G
Walking and talking Crying from laughing
G
Feeling okay when I hear you singing
G                                             F



Don t say your sorry the love that your bringing
F
Is bringing me on

Bridge:
F                                                     C
They say that you can get every little thing that you want
F                                                                C
So take another picture and compare it to the things you haven t got
F                     C
whoa, whoa its such a life
           G
Its such a life

Instrumental Same as intro

Verse 3

C         Am
Living on love
C                     Am
Living on love and libation
F             G***
Everyday is a vacation 
F                    G***
Living with no complication

Bridge is repeated along with instrumental

F                     C
whoa, whoa its such a life
           G        C
Its such a life


